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World EV Day Emoji Contest 
Terms for contest participation 
 
Welcome to the World EV Day Emoji Contest. These rules (these “Official Rules”) set forth the rules and regulations of the World EV Day Emoji 
Contest (the “Contest”) presented by ABB, Green.TV and World EV Day (“Sponsors”). 
Please read these Official Rules carefully before submitting an entry or participating in the Contest. These Official Rules contain important 
information about eligibility to enter the Contest, the rules of the Contest and other important information. 
By submitting an emoji for the Contest with the tag #EVmoji, you are accepting these Official Rules and agreeing to be bound by their terms 
and parents give consent and permission for minors under the age of 16 to participate to the Contest. If you do not agree with these Official 
Rules, please do not submit an emoji with that tag. 

1. Eligibility. The Contest is open to those between the ages of 6 and 16 years of age as of September 9, 2021, and who post an Eligible 
Emoji (defined below) with the hashtag #EVmoji. Contestants may be required to show proof of age. Participation in the Contest is 
also subject to compliance with the requirements specified below. The Contest or a particular Contestant’s participation in the 
Contest is void where prohibited/restricted by law. 

2. Contest Period. The Contest shall commence on 26 July 2021 and end on Friday 20 August 2021 at midnight PST (the “Contest 
Period”). 

3. How to Enter the Contest. The purpose of this (skill based) Contest is for Contestants to create the best emoji based on the Judging 
Criteria as listed in Section 4 below. Contest sponsors will then submit the winning design to the global governing body for emoji’s, 
the Unicode Consortium, in a pitch to become the “Official Emoji” of Electric Vehicles. 

4. During the Contest Period, each Contestant may submit an unlimited number of emojis for the Contest. Each emoji submitted that 
satisfies all of the following process and requirements is an “Eligible Emoji”: 

5. The emoji must be created and submitted through the Contestant’s (or parent’s) social channels (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, 
Twitter) using the hashtag #EVmoji. 

6. The emoji must be entirely the Contestant’s original work, self-created.  
7. The emoji does not violate the rights of any other person or company, such as by using their trademarks, copyright, logos, names, or 

images. In case of infringement of third-party intellectual property right, the Contestant shall be solely responsible. 
8. By submitting an emoji for the Contest with the tag #EVmoji, you are accepting these Official Rules and agreeing to be bound by their 

terms. 
9. Judging of Entries. A panel of 3 judges will review all Eligible Emojis received and select the top Eligible Emoji and their respective 

Contestant as the winner based upon the following “Judging Criteria”: 
a. Originality: Contestants are expected to come up with their own design and idea. Artwork that belongs to other people or 

brands will be excluded from the Competition. 
b. Creativity: Contestants are expected to be innovative in their design. Submitted artwork does not require a highly detailed 

and complicated illustration. Expressions, words, or objects to replace words are good topics to start with. Keep in mind 
that this is an emoji creation contest. 

c. Legibility: Emojis are viewed at a very small scale. If a submission isn’t legible at a tiny scale, it may be difficult to judge. It 
doesn’t matter how fabulous the design is, it should be legible in small sizes. 

10. The decisions of the judges are final and binding. In the event of a tie between Eligible Emojis, the tie will be broken by an additional 
judge who will judge the Eligible Emojis that are tied based on the criteria listed above. 

11. Contest Prize. There will be no prize in money or other recognition other that the one described herein. Sponsor will submit winning 
EV emoji design to the Unicode Consortium in a prepared bid to become the official emoji of Electric Vehicles.  

12. Agreement to Terms for Contest Participation. By posting an emoji, each Contestant hereby agrees to these Terms for Contest 
Participation and Privacy Policy for World EV Day located at worldevday.com.  

13. Each Contestant also consents to the use of their name and related information by Sponsor and its agents and assignees for display 
and freely use for commercial events connected with the EV day and publishing in any media, now known or hereafter developed, 
without compensation, in any and all advertising and promotional materials relating to the Contest, and in conjunction with other 
promotions that may be offered by Sponsor. The Sponsor will privately contact the Winner.   

14. Indemnity. By entering the Contest, each Contestant agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless ABB, Green.TV, World EV Day, 
officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all claims, damages, obligations,  
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losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not limited to attorney's fees) arising from such Contestant’s: (a) 
participation in the Contest; (b) violation of any term of these Official Rules; or (c) violation of any third party right, including without 
limitation any copyright, trademarks, property, or privacy right. This defense and indemnification obligation will survive these Official 
Rules and the Contest. 

15. General Release. Sponsor will not be responsible for: (a) emojis that are not properly posted or posted in a manner that does not 
make them an Eligible Emoji, (b) technical failures of any kind, including, but not limited to telephone, electronic, hardware, 
software, network, Internet, or any other computer and communications related malfunctions or failures; (c) any Contest 
disruptions, injuries, losses or damages caused by events beyond the control of Sponsor; or (d) any technical or human error such as 
printing or typographical or administrative errors in any materials associated with the Contest. 

16. In case Contestant discloses false information or is infringing third party intellectual property rights, the participation to the Contest 
shall be void. 

17. Sponsor. The Contest is sponsored by ABB, Green.TV and World EV Day. 
18. The Contest and Terms for Contest Participation are governed by Swiss Law. 

 


